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others who sit quiet and will not come. We cannot at once catch
the applauses of the vulgar and expect the approbation of the wise -
What are parties? Do men really great ever enter into them?4*
Are they not ball-courts, where ragged adventurers strip and strive,
and where dissolute youths abuse one another, and challenge,
and game, and wager? If you and I cannot quite divest ourselves
of infirmities and-passions, let us think however that there is
enough in us to be divided into two portions, and let us keep the
upper undisturbed and pure. A part of Olympus itself lies in
dreariness and in clouds, variable and stormy ; but it is not the
^highest: .there the gods govern. Your soul is large enough to
embrace your country: all other affection is for less objects, and
less men are capable of it. Abandon, O Caesar! such thoughts
and wishes as now agitate and propel you: leave them to mef^
men of the marsh, to fat hearts and miry intellects. Fortunate
-may we call ourselves to have been born in an age so productive
of eloquence, so rich • in erudition. Neither of us would he
excluded, or hooted at, on canvassing for these honours. He who
can think dispassionately and deeply as I do, is great as I am;
none other: but his opinions are at freedom to diverge from mine,
as mine are from his ; and indeed, on recollection, 1 never loved
fthose most who thought with me, but those rather who deemed
my sentiments worth discussion and who corrected me with
•frankness and affability,	£
Caesar, Lucullus! you perhaps have taken the wiser and better part, certainly the pleasanter. I cannot argue with you: I would gladly hear one who could, but you again more gladly. I should -think unworthily of you if I thought you capable of yielding 01 ^seeding. I do riot'even ask you to keep our conversation long & secret; so greatly does It preponderate in your favour ; s*> much more of gentleness, of-eloquence, and of argument. I came hither "with one soldier, avoiding the cities, and sleeping at the villa oi & confidential friend. To-night I sleep in yours, and, if your dinner does not disturb me, shall sleep soundly* You go earigr %> rest, I know. *

